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Abstract: This study examines the legal implications of artificial intelligence (AI) integration in cybercrime, focusing on the responsibilities of offenders. Through a normative analysis of relevant laws and regulations, the research reveals the challenges AI poses to law enforcement and regulatory frameworks. The findings underscore the urgent need for tailored legislation to address vulnerabilities exploited by AI-driven cybercriminals and enhance international cooperation to combat cross-border cybercrime. In conclusion, understanding and addressing the legal ramifications of AI in cybercrime are crucial. AI equips perpetrators with sophisticated tools, complicating detection and prosecution efforts. Targeted legislation is essential to close loopholes and empower law enforcement. Enhanced international collaboration is also vital to effectively address the transnational nature of cybercrime. By implementing precise legal frameworks and fostering international cooperation, policymakers and law enforcement agencies can strengthen their capacity to prevent, investigate, and prosecute AI-enabled cybercrimes, safeguarding individuals, businesses, and societies from escalating threats.
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Abstrak: Studi ini menguji implikasi hukum dari integrasi kecerdasan buatan (AI) dalam kejahatan dunia maya, dengan fokus pada tantangan yang dihadapi oleh penegakan hukum dan kerangka regulasi terkait. Temuan ini menekankan perlunya legislati yang disesuaikan untuk mengatasi kerentanan yang didukung oleh AI dan meningkatkan kerjasama internasional untuk melawan kejahatan dunia maya lintas batas. Sebagai kesimpulan, memahami dan menangani dampak hukum dari penggunaan AI dalam kejahatan dunia maya sangat penting. AI memberikan alat yang canggih kepada pelaku kejahatan, yang memperkuat deteksi dan penuntutan. Legislati yang ditargetkan penting untuk menutup celah hukum dan memberdayakan penegakan hukum. Kerjasama internasional yang ditingkatkan juga vital untuk mengatasi sifat lintas batas kejahatan dunia maya. Dengan menerapkan kerangka hukum yang tepat dan memperkuat kerjasama internasional, para pembuat kebijakan dan penegak hukum dapat memperkuat kapasitas mereka untuk mencegah, menyelidiki, dan menuntut kejahatan dunia maya yang didukung oleh AI, melindungi individu, bisnis, dan masyarakat dari ancaman yang semakin meningkat.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has ushered in new possibilities across various aspects of life in the increasingly sophisticated digital age. However, it has also facilitated the perpetration of misuse and criminal activities.\(^1\) Cybercrime stands out as one of the sectors significantly affected, with the increasing utilization of Artificial Intelligence as a tool for illicit activities. Investigating the types of cybercrimes employing AI and the associated criminal penalties is crucial in addressing this issue.\(^2\)

Computational Intelligence refers to machines capable of performing tasks traditionally associated with human intelligence when operated by individuals. Advanced artificial intelligence, for instance, can oversee production machinery in industrial settings.\(^3\) Moreover, it demonstrates the ability to recognize faces, comprehend human language commands, and navigate vehicles such as Tesla's self-driving cars, which have become increasingly prevalent. Additionally, AI powers recommendation systems like those found in YouTube, Netflix, and Siri. These systems engage in a spectrum of activities akin to human intelligence, including planning, learning, reasoning, problem-solving, motor control, manipulation, social interaction, and even creativity.\(^4\)

The utilization of computer resources connected to the internet, coupled with the exploitation of other internet-connected computers, constitutes cybercrime. Hackers, crackers, and script kiddies often exploit security vulnerabilities in operating systems to gain unauthorized access to computers.\(^5\) Many applications embedded in electronic devices require user data to deliver various services, particularly during the account registration process, which is essential for utilizing the application. The intended use of this data can vary based on the vendor's policies.\(^6\)

Cybercrime encompasses two distinct meanings. Broadly, it refers to illegal activities involving computer systems and networks, where individuals unlawfully exploit these technologies.\(^7\) Narrowly, it specifically denotes computer crime, where individuals illicitly breach or attack computer security systems and data, often employing separate computer systems for such activities.\(^8\) The contemporary era of technological advancement has brought forth numerous enhancements that streamline human operations. One notable advancement is the integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI), facilitating task automation

---


\(^7\) Miranda Bruce and others, ‘Mapping the Global Geography of Cybercrime with the World Cybercrime Index’, PLoS ONE, 19.4 April (2024), doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0297312.

The Utilization of Artificial Intelligence in Online Crime

Artificial Intelligence presents governments with a plethora of advantageous technologies, encompassing advanced surveillance software, face recognition technology, and speech recognition systems. Regulations are imperative to govern the utilization of AI technologies, particularly those employing Deepfake algorithms, within the realm of personal data protection. Deepfake technology has garnered considerable attention due to its involvement in the creation of explicit videos featuring celebrities, dissemination of fake news, perpetration of hoaxes, and facilitation of financial fraud. Consequently, both businesses and governments are compelled to respond by devising methods to identify and curb its usage. Deepfake technology utilizes facial data, which constitutes personal information, thereby posing risks of abuse, including the propagation of propaganda, creation of illicit content such as pornography, identity theft, and various privacy concerns.

In a study titled 'The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence: Predicting, Preventing, and Mitigating,' published in February 2018, a group of 26 researchers from 14 institutions across various sectors identified numerous imminent risks associated with Artificial Intelligence (AI) within a timeframe of less than five years. The paper detailed how AI could jeopardize digital security, especially through the deployment of AI systems trained to carry out criminal activities such as hacking or social engineering against specific targets, thereby compromising privacy.

An example highlighted in the study is the Chinese government's utilization of face recognition technology to surveil its population, monitoring their movements in workplaces, schools, and other public areas. Such extensive surveillance practices raise concerns about potential misuse and the commission of offenses like disseminating propaganda, creating illicit content such as pornography, committing identity theft, or violating individuals' privacy.

Additionally, a chart depicting the distribution of cybercrime data across multiple countries is provided.

Chart 1. Cybercrime in Top 20 Countries

![Chart 1. Cybercrime in Top 20 Countries](image-url)

Figure 1. distribution of cybercrime

The figure 1 indicates that the largest cybercrime rate is in the United States. Various types of cybercrime that occur in the world are as explained in the following chart:

![Types of Cybercrime](image)

Figure 2. Types of Cybercrime

Figure 2 various types of cybercrime that occur in the world. Here's a table outlining specific manifestations of cybercrime involving artificial intelligence, along with the legal consequences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Cybercrime</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Legal Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fraud using AI voice</td>
<td>Criminals utilize artificial intelligence to imitate voices, impersonating individuals</td>
<td>Prosecution for fraud, potential imprisonment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job application deepfake</td>
<td>Job applicants use manipulated videos, images, or recordings to impersonate others</td>
<td>Identity theft charges, potential legal action by victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake video calls</td>
<td>Perpetrators use deepfake technology to make fake video calls impersonating officials</td>
<td>Fraud charges, potential legal action by authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulated media</td>
<td>Individuals manipulate photos and videos to defame or harass others, such as in the cheerleading case</td>
<td>Charges of defamation, potential civil lawsuits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 highlights various types of cybercrimes involving artificial intelligence (AI) and their legal consequences. This table illustrates the increasing sophistication of cybercrimes through the use of AI, posing significant challenges for legal systems worldwide in addressing and mitigating these crimes. In Indonesia's context, a noteworthy issue concerning artificial intelligence involves the defacement of the official website of the National Malware Center, specifically the internet address www.pusmanas.bssn.go.id. This incident, reported recently, affected the Twitter handle @son1x777. The website was compromised by the Mxonday hacking group on Wednesday, October 20, 2021. Currently, the BSSN Computer Security Incident Response Team is managing the site, given its inclusion of information related to malware repositories.

The compromised website serves as a repository for managing and researching information regarding malware. Although the hacking incident did not lead to any disruption in public services, effective mitigation efforts by the BSSN ensured the safeguarding of data related to public services on the sub-web pusmanas.bssn.go.id. Investigations indicate that the perpetrator is likely from Brazil. However, further scrutiny is underway as anyone in the digital realm can claim responsibility. According to cybersecurity expert Pratama Persadha, the individual responsible for the defacement conducted this attack as retaliation against a suspected Indonesian hacker who had previously targeted a Brazilian governmental website.

Pratama further explained that website defacement involves unauthorized access to a website and altering its appearance. These alterations can affect specific parts or the entirety of the webpage. For example, hackers can modify the website's style, insert intrusive advertisements, or alter the content. They may also engage in more
serious actions, such as stealing data. In terms of application efficiency, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly prevalent worldwide, with many countries already integrating it into various sectors. In the industrial sector alone, AI adoption has reached up to 56%. To harness the potential of AI in Indonesia, the National Research and Innovation Agency (BRIN) released the National Artificial Intelligence Strategy for Indonesia 2020–2045. This strategy aims to guide the utilization of AI within the country.

The challenges posed by artificial intelligence (AI) today are complex and multifaceted, encompassing cyber security risks as well as ethical and societal implications. The recent defacement incident on the National Malware Centre website underscores the vulnerability of even systems designed to defend against cyber threats. This event highlights the critical importance of cyber security and the necessity for proactive measures to protect digital infrastructure.

The Pusmanas defacement case emphasizes the imperative of global collaboration in combating cybercrime, as perpetrators can operate from any jurisdiction. Strengthening threat detection and response capabilities requires cooperation and information sharing among cybersecurity organizations across different nations.

On the other hand, the widespread application of AI across various industrial sectors holds great promise for enhancing productivity and driving innovation. However, the deployment of AI must be accompanied by careful consideration of ethical concerns such as data privacy, algorithmic bias, and the impact on the workforce. Therefore, the implementation of a national policy, such as the one formulated by the Indonesian National Research and Innovation Agency (BRIN), is essential to ensure the responsible and sustainable use of AI.

The research challenge posed is: "What are the specific forms of cybercrime that leverage artificial intelligence?" Additionally, what are the legal repercussions for engaging in cybercrime involving the use of artificial intelligence?

Literature Review

The Essence of Cybercrime:

The rapid development of information technology, particularly internet services and electronic media, has significantly transformed human civilization. However, alongside these advancements, there have been negative impacts, leading to crimes and violations collectively termed cybercrime—an evolution of traditional computer crime.

In Indonesia’s criminal law system, there is no explicit definition of cybercrime outlined in the legislation. Instead, the focus is on criminal acts related to

---

information technology and electronic transactions as defined in the ITE Law.\(^\text{17}\) Cybercrime encompasses various activities, ranging from unauthorized access to computer systems to data theft and malicious vandalism.

Cybercrime poses a significant threat to the stability of Indonesian society, challenging the government's ability to combat crimes committed through computer technology, especially over the internet and intranet networks. As technology evolves rapidly, so does cybercrime, with perpetrators exploiting cyberspace for illicit activities.\(^\text{18}\)

The principle of legality, a fundamental aspect of criminal law, dictates that individuals cannot be punished for actions not expressly prohibited by law. Cybercrimes, particularly those conducted through social media, differ from traditional offenses and can have a profound impact on victims due to their widespread reach and lasting consequences.\(^\text{19}\)

### Deepfakes in Indonesia and The Regulations Against Them

Deepfake technology, while having constructive applications in fields like filmmaking and virtual reality, also poses significant negative impacts, such as political manipulation, pornography, and social engineering attacks. In Indonesia, instances of deepfake-related incidents include the creation of fake social media accounts supporting controversial causes and the use of deepfakes in sextortion schemes.\(^\text{20}\)

The rise of deepfake cases globally and in Indonesia underscores the need for preventive measures and robust law enforcement against such actions. While some states in the US have enacted regulations targeting deepfake-related crimes, Indonesia has yet to specifically regulate offenses involving deepfake technology.\(^\text{21}\)

Existing Indonesian laws, particularly the Electronic Information and Transactions Law (UU ITE) and the Pornography Law, can be applied to combat deepfake-related offenses. However, there is a need for more specific legislation to address the unique challenges posed by deepfakes.\(^\text{22}\)

Regulations in Indonesia could mirror those enacted in states like Virginia, California, and New York, which criminalize the distribution of pornographic deepfakes and provide legal protections against their dissemination.\(^\text{23}\)

Consideration should be given to formulating legislation explicitly targeting deepfakes, similar to the Malicious Deep Fake Prohibition Act proposed in the United States. Such regulations could impose penalties for the creation and dissemination of deepfake content, with provisions for

---


content moderation obligations on media companies.

**Methods**

This study employs a normative approach, specifically examining rules and legal documents pertaining to the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the realm of cybercrime. The methodology involves a comprehensive examination of documents, gathering and scrutinizing secondary material obtained from pertinent legal sources. Data sources include the constitution, the Criminal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Electronic Information and Transactions Law (UU ITE) and its subsequent revisions, as well as laws and regulations published by the Ministry of Communication and Information and other government regulations pertaining to electronic systems and transactions.

The study employs a conceptual framework to comprehend and examine the principles included in legal regulations and relevant legal theories, with particular attention to the legal consequences arising from the use of AI in cybercriminal activities. The investigation delineates and contrasts existing legal standards to understand how contemporary legislation addresses and governs the utilization of AI in cybercrime.

This study uses qualitative analytic techniques to interpret data in a narrative format, aiming to construct a cohesive and thorough comprehension of the relevant legal framework and its possible evolution in the future. This research offers valuable insights into the legal ramifications associated with the utilization of AI in cybercrime and presents recommendations on how legal frameworks can be developed to better regulate and address the emerging challenges posed by AI technology in the realm of cybercrime.

**Results and Discussion**

**Cyber Crime Crimes That Utilize Artificial Intelligence as a Medium for Committing Crimes**

There is a distinction between the terminologies and meanings of computer crime and cybercrime. One perspective considers them indistinguishable, while another distinguishes them based on the method and medium used. The US Department of Justice defines computer crime as any unlawful act that necessitates understanding of computer technology for its execution, investigation, or legal proceedings. The Organisation of European Community Development describes data misuse as any unlawful, immoral, or unauthorized action related to the automated processing and/or transfer of data.

According to Andi Hamzah, computer-related crime may be broadly defined as the unlawful use of computers. It involves illegal acts utilizing a computer either as a tool or as the target, with or without the intention of making a profit, while causing harm to individuals or entities. Computer crime generally refers to any illegal activity involving advanced computer systems. In contrast, cybercrime encompasses unethical, illegal, or unauthorized conduct involving the processing or transmission of data, typically performed using computer devices or digital methods in cyberspace.

---


26 Andi Hamzah, ‘Pidana Dan Pemidanaan Indonesia’,
Nazura Abdul Manap differentiates between computer crime and cybercrime based on the mode and media used. Computer crime covers a wide scope of violations where a computer is used as a tool, requiring a direct connection between the criminal and the computer. Examples include bank employees illicitly transferring funds or hackers gaining unauthorized access to download data. Cybercrime, however, refers to criminal activities carried out using the internet or other virtual platforms, often extending beyond national borders.²⁷

The integration of computer technology with cyberspace (the internet) has led to passive business expansion and global trade rivalry, optimizing internet media for business transactions and e-commerce. However, this digital expansion also fosters novel forms of economic and business-related criminal activities.

Tubagus Ronny Rahman Nitibaskara argues that applying existing legal provisions to cybercrime cases significantly differs from conventional law enforcement practices, emphasizing the need for technical expertise in information technology. Soerjono Soekanto outlines four factors influencing law enforcement: rules, institutions to enforce the rules, facilities supporting implementation, and legal awareness among affected individuals.

The evolution of computer crime and cybercrime has demonstrated a linear progression with advancements in computer technology. Initially limited to physical world crimes, these activities have extended to virtual realms, including internet-based fraud and threats. Cybercrime utilizes modern information technology, requiring perpetrators to have expertise and stay updated on IT advancements, distinguishing it from traditional crimes.

The rise of e-commerce has expanded the scope of cyber-enabled business crimes. Originally focused on retail, e-commerce now includes financial services and insurance sectors, conducting transactions and inquiries online. Despite the absence of a universally accepted definition, e-commerce has become one of the most rapidly expanding activities in cyberspace.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems, increasingly prevalent in the economy and society, lack regulatory oversight, rendering them susceptible to exploitation for criminal activities. The absence of specific regulations pertaining to AI in Indonesia highlights the need for immediate government intervention to impose regulations and oversight.

AI offers numerous benefits, including applications in healthcare, environmental preservation, and resource optimization. However, it also presents threats, such as the potential misuse of autonomous weapons and ethical concerns in various sectors. The European Commission’s AI Act and other regulatory measures aim to address these issues, emphasizing the importance of governing the ethical and unethical applications of AI.²⁸

AI’s profound influence on human existence necessitates comprehensive legal frameworks to address its potential misuse. The current lack of national laws on AI’s legal personality, competence, or responsibility places the burden of proof on the AI’s owner, requiring


creator, or operator in unlawful occurrences. This approach limits AI's advancement, restricting its use to human accessory functions. However, AI's potential for malicious use underscores the urgent need for clear regulations to harness its benefits while mitigating risks.

**Criminal Accountability for Cyber Crime that Utilizes Artificial Intelligence**

Two fundamental aspects common to all legal themes are legal acts and the associated power to act, encompassing rights and duties. Legal acts serve as a foundational element in legal discourse. In the context of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the process involves simulating human intelligence and subsequently embedding it into machines, enabling them to emulate human thought processes and behaviors.²⁹

Taking legal entities as artificial legal subjects capable of performing human-like activities, we can categorize simulation and duplication as forms of artificial action. When discussing authority, it's essential to examine it comprehensively, considering its origin as an independent matter.

The process of attaining authoritative status is closely linked to this context. It relies on pertinent rules and regulations as benchmarks for defining the rights and responsibilities of legal entities.³⁰ In the absence of specific laws addressing the rights and duties of AI, it's feasible to assess AI's rights and responsibilities through a comparable interpretive approach. There's a potential trajectory for AI's future formalization as a distinct legal entity, considering its classification as a synthetic legal subject.³¹

When discussing the repercussions of AI subjects breaking the law, we must consider the theory of legal actions. According to this theory, the law governs the consequences of lawbreaking, as they reflect the intentions of lawmakers. Statements of will give rise to new legal acts by elevating the actor's will to the core of the act. Legal actions typically fall into two categories: unilateral and two-party. Unilateral actions involve one party engaging in a legally binding activity enforceable only by that individual. Conversely, two-party legal acts entail both parties assuming enforceable only by that individual. Conversely, two-party legal acts entail both parties assuming rights and responsibilities. In essence, AI, as a legal entity, akin to a human, operates under the employment of its owner. Thus, the owner, acting as the employer, may bear responsibility if AI commits a crime.³²

On the contrary, Indonesia currently lacks specific laws addressing the protection of personal data. As highlighted by a 2016 analysis conducted by the Institute for Community Studies and Advocacy (ELSAM), Indonesia has thirty distinct statutes related to personal safety. These statutes cover various sectors such as health, population administration, banking, and financial services, indicating a comprehensive legal framework governing personal safety across different domains.³³

Ensuring absolute clarity in the law is crucial for every rule of law system. With the rapid advancements in technology, various forms of technical crime, including cybercrime, have proliferated. Despite this, detailed regulations for safeguarding private data are necessary.
information are notably absent from the Information and Technology Law. However, a new perspective has emerged regarding the protection of electronic data and information, whether public or private.

Government Regulation 82 of 2012 addresses the implementation of electronic systems and transactions, emphasizing the need to describe personal electronic data adequately. Data security within electronic systems is a significant concern under the Information Technology and Telecommunications Law, which mandates measures to prevent unauthorized access, interference, and usage, alongside safeguards provided by system operators. Given the widespread use of personal data across various aspects of life, there is a genuine risk of exploitation, highlighting the necessity for legislation to provide clarity and establish norms for prevention.

While the law appears to be cognizant of these issues, government systems, the legal profession, and legal professionals have been slow to adopt relevant technologies in recent years. However, interest in and progress toward artificial intelligence surged during the 4.0 industrial revolution, driven by the availability of legal data and the necessity for modernizing legal services.

Furthermore, AI is making significant strides in legal education, where students are encouraged to utilize digital resources more extensively. This trend coincides with the proliferation of legal technology organizations, conferences, and enterprises. Additionally, "artificial intelligence law and technology" training and research centers have been established in several American and European law schools. Moreover, the development of robots capable of practicing law (robolawyers) and making judgments in courtrooms (robojudges) has begun.

While automation is believed to enhance productivity and efficiency compared to human counterparts, there are concerns regarding the impartiality and ethical considerations of AI-driven legal processes. Nevertheless, the integration of AI into the judicial system holds the potential to positively impact various aspects of the legal process.34

To comprehensively assess the impact of AI on the legal system, it's imperative to first establish a foundational understanding of AI itself. In today's digital era, individuals interact with the legal system differently due to technological advancements brought about by the 4.0 industrial revolution. While these advancements offer various methods and variants, they are not without their flaws.

One notable limitation of AI is its susceptibility to analytical mistakes, particularly in scenarios that involve complex legal reasoning or nuanced interpretations. Unlike humans, AI lacks the capacity to incorporate emotions and moral considerations into its decision-making processes. Consequently, the human element remains indispensable in the legal field.

### Table 2. Ethical Considerations and Challenges in AI Integration into the Legal System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considerations/Challenges</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias and fairness</td>
<td>AI algorithms may exhibit biases, leading to unfair outcomes. Ensuring fairness in decision-making is essential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency and accountability</td>
<td>The opacity of AI decision-making processes raises concerns about accountability and the ability to understand and challenge decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy and data protection</td>
<td>AI systems may require access to sensitive data, raising questions about privacy and data protection regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal liability and responsibility</td>
<td>Determining liability when AI systems make errors or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considerations/Challenges | Description
--- | ---
Engage in unlawful activities | Poses legal challenges.
Ethical decision-making and moral reasoning | AI lacks the capacity for ethical reasoning and moral judgment, raising questions about its role in making ethical decisions.
Access to justice and equality | Ensuring equitable access to AI-driven legal services and preventing the exacerbation of existing inequalities are crucial considerations.

Table 2 outlines several ethical considerations and challenges associated with the integration of AI into the legal system. These points emphasize the importance of addressing ethical and practical challenges to ensure that AI integration into the legal system supports justice, fairness, and accountability.

While AI can streamline certain aspects of the law enforcement process and enhance efficiency when utilized effectively, it cannot replace the nuanced judgment, empathy, and ethical considerations that human legal professionals bring to the table. Thus, while AI can augment and optimize certain functions within the legal system, its integration must be approached with caution and a recognition of its limitations. Ultimately, the successful administration of the legal enforcement process relies on a harmonious collaboration between AI technology and human expertise.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this study underscores the critical importance of understanding and addressing the legal implications stemming from the utilization of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the context of cybercrime. AI presents perpetrators with sophisticated tools to engage in illegal activities, complicating efforts to detect, investigate, and prosecute such crimes. The absence of clear legal frameworks governing AI’s role in cybercrime, coupled with the transnational nature of many cybercrimes, exacerbates the challenge.

To confront these challenges effectively, it is imperative to develop targeted legislation specifically addressing the use of AI in cybercrime. This legislation should aim to close existing loopholes and provide law enforcement agencies with the necessary tools and authority to combat AI-enabled criminal activities. Additionally, fostering enhanced international cooperation is essential to effectively address cybercrime, which often transcends national borders.

By implementing more precise legal frameworks and strengthening international collaboration, policymakers and law enforcement agencies can bolster their capacity to prevent, investigate, and prosecute cybercrimes involving AI. This proactive approach is crucial in safeguarding individuals, businesses, and societies from the growing threats posed by AI-enabled cybercriminal activities.
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